March 2, 2015

POOL OF POOLS OPERATION IN LOS ANGELES AND LONG BEACH BEGINS MARCH 1, 2015
Flexi-Van Leasing, Inc. is pleased to confirm that effective March 1, 2015, three major chassis pools
serving the Los Angeles and Long Beach Port complex have entered into an agreement allowing their
chassis fleets to interchange between pools on a free-flow basis. The three pools involved in this
agreement are the Los Angeles Basin Pool (LABP), the Grand Alliance Chassis Pool (GACP) and the Direct
Chassis Link Pool (DCLP).
Commonly referred to as the “Pool of Pools”, this new agreement encompasses a combined fleet of
approximately 80,000 chassis with an expanded set of 12 common start/stop locations covering all
major Marine and Rail Facilities in the port complex.
Under the “Pool of Pools” operation, any chassis in the combined fleet can be utilized by any party who
is an authorized user in one or more of the aforementioned pools. Further, chassis in the combined
fleet can be utilized or dropped at any location named in the expanded set of stop/start locations,
regardless of the markings on the individual unit. This “gray fleet” operation should increase overall
availability while eliminating chassis splits or swaps previously caused by mismatch of User and Pool at
major facilities.
While the essential terms and conditions of current usage agreements with FVLI remain in effect, our
LABP customers and Motor Carriers can immediately take advantage of the increased of chassis fleet
utility and the expanded set of stop/start locations under these contracts. Please refer to below for a
list of these locations.
We will offer further updates in due course. Meantime, please visit our website for more information
regarding “Pool of Pools” operation and Flexi-Van usage agreements www.flexi-van.com
With sincere thanks and trusting that all our customers will enjoy benefit from this change,
Flexi-Van Leasing, Inc.

“Pool of Pools” – Common Start/Stop Locations
Marine Terminals
Rail Terminals
APMT Pier 400
BNSF City of Commerce
California United Terminal (CUT)
BNSF-Hobart
Eagle GGS
UP-ICTF
Evergreen
UP-LATC
Hanjin TTI
ITS
Long Beach Container Terminals (LBCT)
SSA Pier A
PCT SSA Pier J
TraPac
West Basis Container Terminal (WBCT)
Yusen Terminal (YTI)

